Normal security booths cannot always cover a large area when it comes to observation and security. Whether you call it a guard tower, vision tower, range tower or observation platform, a raised structure providing an unobstructed long-distance view can replace a flat security building for more applications. Panel Built designs, engineers, and manufactures these structures, with the added quality control, cost savings and time advantage of modular construction.
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**Modular Towers**

- Powder Coated or galvanized steel
- Custom stair systems
- Wide selection of finishes and accessories
- Insulated walls and roof with HVAC systems
- Heights to meet your specific needs

**Standard Options:**
- 26 gauge textured steel faced panels
- R-11 poly-styrene insulation in panels
- Powder coated or galvanized diamond plate flooring
- Wall hung package unit HVAC
- 3-0 x 7-0 door with ½ glass
- Picture and/or sliding glass window
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